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Celebrity Secrets
In an increasingly crowded space, what’s the winning formula for
celebrity beauty brands? For more, see pages 6 to 9. PLUS: meet the Hollywood
agents brokering the lion’s share of celebrity beauty deals.
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Beauty Bulletin
The Latest Beauty Executive Moves

The Estée Lauder Cos. Inc. has looked within for one of its latest
appointments, and Living Proof has appointed L'Oréal alumna Katie Glowski
its new chief sales officer.
A slew of new appointments are
afoot in beauty's C-suites.
After occupying the role for
the last six years, Lauren Brindley
will step down from being head
of beauty and personal care at
Walgreens Boots Alliance, at the
end of July. She will be succeeded
by longtime Walgreens employee,
Heather Hughes.

Katie Glowski has been
recruited as Living Proof's new
chief sales officer. Glowski
previously spent five years
at the L'Oréal Luxe Division,
most recently as general vice
president of retail sales and
business strategies.

Just over two-and-a-half
years into her tenure as vice
president of global marketing
at the company, Lanaia
Edwards has been promoted to
chief marketing officer of fairtrade hair and skin care brand,
Alaffia.

At Crown Laboratories, June
Risser has been appointed
general manager, premium
skin care of the portfolio
company's global business
unit, which includes selftanning brand Vita Liberata
and antiaging skin care brand
StriVectin, which Crown
acquired from L Catterton
last fall. Risser will also serve
on the company's executive
leadership team.

BeautyUnited has tapped
Cosmopolitan's beauty
director Julee Wilson as its
new executive director. In her
role, Wilson will help further
the organization's mission to
support the next generation of
beauty and wellness leaders
through education, community
and access.

Beauty industry vet Eric
Bakken has been appointed
the new president and chief
executive officer of Hair
Cuttery Family of Brands,
parent company of Hair
Cuttery, Bubbles and Cibu.
Bakken previously spent more
than 27 years at hair salon
operator Regis Corp., where
he most recently served as
executive vice president.
Hair care brand Kevin Murphy
has promoted Lisa Marx to
president of its North American
business unit, as well as a
member of its executive
committee. A Kevin Murphy
employee of more than 10 years,
Marx was formerly the executive
vice president of the North
American business unit.

Margot Humbert has joined
personalized skin care brand
Biologique Recherche as
general manager of its U.S.
division. Humbert formerly
served as senior vice
president of global marketing
at Coty Inc.-owned beauty
brand Philosophy.

Function of Beauty has a
new chief marketing officer.
Marianna Trofimova, who hails
from L'Oréal, will take on the
role, in which she will focus
on building its skin and hair
care portfolios, and global
expansion, among other
priorities.

At the Estée Lauder Cos. Inc.,
Angela Wei Dong has been
elected to the company's
board, as well as its audit
committee. Dong, who is the
global vice president and
general manager for Greater
China, Nike Inc., is the 17th
director on the company's
board.

Lauder has also appointed
Gibu Thomas, who joined the
company in November 2020
as president of ELC Online,
as executive vice president
of ELC Online, the internet
division of the Estée Lauder
Cos. Inc.

Rusk has tapped Connecticut
salon owner and colorcorrection specialist Gina
Bianca as its global director
of color. In her role, Bianca
will work alongside global
artistic director Matt Swinney
to further the brand's mission
to educate hair professionals
about business strategies and
innovation in the industry.

Peace Out Skincare has
appointed its first vice
president of operations.
The role has been filled by
Matt Klopp, previously the
director of distribution and
order fulfillment at Sunday
Riley, who will oversee brand
operations as the company
implements increasingly
efficient, cost-effective
systems.
Peace Out has also named a
new vice president of global
brand and product marketing,
Anton Ranchin. Formerly the
vice president of marketing
and global business
development at Bellami
Hair, Ranchin will focus on
expanding the brand's d-to-c
and e-commerce channels.
- Noor Lobad

BY THE NUMBERS

2022’s
Biggest
Skin Care
Trends

A testament to the power
of the platform, even
trends facing recent
declines in Google
searches continue to
garner momentum on
TikTok. BY NOOR LOBAD
RETINOL HAS LONG BEEN A
popular antiaging ingredient, but
TikTok propelled it to new heights
and now the social media site is
seeing another skin care contender
hot on retinol's heels.  
According to data from Hey
Discount, while retinol has
preserved its longstanding position
as the leading skin care trend, a
plateau could be on the horizon
for the wrinkle-fighting ingredient.
Hyaluronic acid has overtaken
retinol in terms of year-over-year
growth in TikTok views, increasing
by 1,023 percent in 2022, while
retinol has witnessed 275 percent
growth over the same period.
However, mounting economic
uncertainty may be preventing
TikTok views from translating
to actual purchases, with many
of TikTok’s top skin care trends
encountering recent decreases in
Google searches.
Despite its swelling TikTok
popularity, hyaluronic acid has
experienced a 1.8 percent decline
in Google searches. Searches for
niacinamide, which has grown by 231
percent in TikTok views in 2022, have
decreased by 6.5 percent over the
same period. Similarly, TikTok views
for "glass skin" have increased by
90 percent, while Google searches
for the trend have decreased by 15
percent, by comparison.  
Tk Caption
Here, the biggest skin care trends
of 2022, based on the cumulative
TikTok views each has garnered, per
Hey Discount.

1. Retinol

acid

1.5 billion

448.8 million

2. Gua sha

7. Niacinamide

1.1 billion

434.4 million

3. SPF

8. Salicylic
acid

1.3 billion

4. DIY skin
care

218.4 million

550.1 million

9. Cleansing
balm

5. Glass skin

158.1 million

448.8 million

10. Ceramides

6. Hyaluronic

174.7 million
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Beauty Retailers Talk Cosmoprof
North America Highlights

Buyers from Space NK, Shoppers Drug Mart and Bloomingdale's weigh in on key takeaways and trends.
BY JAMES MANSO

BACK IN FULL FORCE,
Cosmoprof North America's 2022
iteration in Las Vegas saw pandemicera trends come to fruition.
Retailers and market researchers
agreed that the industry was largely
unscathed as macroeconomic
pressures rise, with time-tested
phenomenons like the lipstick index
in full effect.
"It's that conjunction of beauty
and wellness products. Taking care
of yourself, taking care of your skin
and feeling beautiful," said Mimi
Udezue, Target's senior beauty
buyer. "That's resonating with
people, even when there are things
that you can't control that are
happening. People want to find ways
to give themselves little moments of
joy, and beauty's an easy way we're
able to provide that for them.
Here, retailers and market
researchers on Cosmoprof North
America's most noteworthy trends
and how businesses are faring.
Noah Rosenblatt, president,
North America, Space NK
There's innovation in packaging
right now, which is good to
see. There's consistency, which
is also good to see, and trends
that we're seeing addressing
different textures of hair. There's a
little bit of innovation there, but
the reality is, we're still talking
about important topics.
Our approach to business postpandemic is exceptional. It's about
meeting customers where they
want to shop. We're finding that
the consumer is really looking for
one-stop opportunities across the
board. Whether they're shopping all
in fashion and beauty through our
luxury channel, or if they're shopping
in grocery, baby or electronics near
our prestige division, we're finding
that we're able to meet the customer
where they want to shop, and from
a spacing perspective is exceptional.
We're in a great, great position
with both our luxury and prestige
divisions. We're definitely answering
their needs.
Our partnership with Walmart
in the United States is tremendous,
some of our brands we're bringing
to 1,500 stores by our BeautyFinds
initiative. Customers are responding.
Gwen Varnier, vice president of
prestige beauty, Shoppers Drug
Mart

Cosmoprof North America

What excites me is how the customer
approaches beauty now, which is
a holistic approach to beauty, a
360-approach to beauty. It's not so
much about the topical aspect of
beauty, but it's about ingestibles,
what one should eat, it's about sexual
wellness, and it's about the spa at
home. They use devices at home, and
they're bringing the spa into their
houses. All of those add-ons. That
makes it interesting, and how the
customer just grows with all those
new pieces of assortments that just
comes into play, which makes it
super exciting for us as retailers.
During COVID[-19], we stayed
open because we were an essential
business. Obviously, we didn't have
that big dip that most retailers had.
The thing is we're growing, we
reached our 2019 numbers a long
time ago. We're growing on top of
that. We own the fragrance business,
we have more than 50 percent of
the business in Canada. That's the
driving force, it's definitely the
engine behind the double-digits.
In makeup, what we did here was
to handpick the right brands, ones
that really celebrate self-expressions
and that are meaningful. That also
helped us gain some market share
in makeup, and usage is coming
back. We are the one-stop shop at
Shoppers Drug Mart because we're

a drugstore, but we also have food,
we have drugs, ingestibles, baby, so
many things. And we're a 10-minute
walk from every Canadian, we have
1,300 doors. People have a lot of
affection for our brands.
Inflation has a lot of impact on
retail prices, we see it, and we
see brands that you'd know have
price increases. That obviously has
an impact on sales, not on prices,
but on units. I don't see a tradedown to mass, we have prestige in
our own environment.
If I'm just looking at sun right
now, we're seeing that we're doing
much better in units in prestige than
we're doing in mass. The customer
is still there, and ready to spend
dollars. Even though prices have
gone up, they're not trading down,
they're still looking for quality. It's
still about efficacy and the product
will continue to be a priority for
customers. The price will be coming
as a second, also because we have a
very strong rewards program with 18
million active users.
Mimi Udezue, senior buyer,
beauty, Target
I'm excited to see some of the
international brands that have been
coming in, a lot from Canada. Clean
has been really interesting, especially
in sun care. That's one people have

been struggling to make work,
balancing efficacy with trying to
keep the ingredients clean as well.
What's working [at Target] is
really continuing to lean in and
differentiate, especially where we
can target purpose and find joy.
We're trying to do that in many
ways by finding things that set
us apart, whether it's a particular
brand, a particular need that's being
met, or how we're delivering that to
our guests. The ease of shopping,
that we've made it from where you
can drive up or have whatever you
want delivered, is something that's
really good.
We haven't seen [macroeconomic
pressures] hit quite yet. For a lot of
categories, we're still trying to see
how high they can go because we
had the full COVID[-19] boom, right?
You would think the next year, things
are going to slow down, but we're
having an amazing year as well. It's
still an open story in how things
look and how things will trickle
down, how the consumer is going to
react and what they're looking for.
But even in a session I sat in this
morning, something that was talked
about was how even as the world
comes crashing down, people find
joy in beauty. That's how they treat
themselves. Sometimes, we don't
see a correlation with some of the
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economic pressures playing out.
Oliver Garfield, chief executive
officer, Cos Bar
We had one-on-ones with the brands,
and it was a great opportunity to
speed date a whole bunch of brands
we otherwise would not see. There
was one great brand from Australia,
Vahy, we liked as a fragrance brand.
There's been a number of Australian
brands, innovation seems to be
coming from Australia right now.
Business is good, it's slowed down
a little bit since the first quarter,
which for us was just astronomical.
But for the most part, a lot of people
went to Europe in June, and I think
that had a knock on it. The customers
are there, they're still buying high
end, and I couldn't be happier about
where we are.
We're seeing a slowdown relative
to the explosive [sales] trends,
which were way above anything we
expected. I would say things are
coming back down to earth, where
we feel good and like we're in a
steady state. It'd be irresponsible
if we weren't thinking about the
future, first in beauty, then in luxury,
and then in the communities where
so many of these consumers have
moved to. That is where we want to
be, people are still shopping small,
shopping local high streets and main
streets, spending time in Aspen,
Carmel and Charleston. Those places
aren't going anywhere.
Nyakio Grieco, cofounder,
Thirteen Lune
I got to walk through the
Black-owned beauty space here
at Cosmoprof and discover more
brands for people of color, by
people of color, who create for
all. I love that Cosmoprof really
prioritized marketing initiatives
to bring these brands the visibility
that they so deserve.
As a retailer, I'm really falling in
love with the cross-section of beauty
and wellness being one in the same.
It's been amazing to see how many
great wellness brands are playing
with really interesting ingredients
to help us understand better these
ingredients that have been around for
thousands of years, and are beneficial
for our total wellness.
I love tools, I'm a nerd at heart.
I love being able to explore all of
the innovation and technology
that's coming through. I'm really
into tools that better help your skin
care to penetrate your face, and I'm
seeing some incredible innovation
when it comes to facial massagers.
It's a better, more advanced way to
provide self-care. And I'm loving
all the sustainability and how an
industry that's gotten such a hard
time, is taking the initiative to create
packaging like refillable mascara

tubes, things that give me hope we're
moving in the right direction.
My brand, Relevant, is just over
a month old now. I'm so excited
by everyone's reaction to the One
and Done Everyday Cream. We're
rocking and rolling with Thirteen
Lune, really anticipating fall store
openings with our JC Penney stores.
We've onboarded some great brands,
inked some wonderful partnerships,
and I'm really happy that what we're
building is working.
The beautiful thing is that
even in an economic downturn,
beauty is something that seems to
survive. If anything, we're really
seeing an uptick in a lot of our
self-care items or tools or masks,
and it seems as a world, we're
doing everything we can to stay as
balanced and sane as possible.
Holly Lampert, omni buyer,
cosmetics, Bloomingdale's
There were so many things,
sustainability, the social giveback
from so many companies. It's not
just being stable, it's giving back.
There are new technologies, and new
brands we hadn't seen before. I love
Ameon, the cryogenic ice cubes.
Jennifer Murray, omni
buyer, color and treatment,
Bloomingdale's
The pendulum [in beauty] is
swinging toward fragrance and
colors, which have picked up. It was
tough during COVID[-19], but now
we're seeing a resurgence of color.
Fragrances are back again, and we're
still seeing a lot in skin care. It's been
nice to see brands in luxury skin care
that have been overperforming, but
it's really nice to see brands coming
back in all categories of the business.
Larissa Jensen, vice president,
beauty, the NPD Group
When we look across the 14 different
discretionary retail categories that
NPD tracks, which includes apparel,
tech and toys, beauty is the only
industry that is growing in unit
sales. While some industries are
growing in dollar sales, only beauty
is growing in units. That says a lot
about the fact that as an industry, we
are not yet feeling those inflationary
pressures, our average prices are
actually the lowest in terms of
growth of all the industries we track.
Hair is such a big piece of
the show. When you look at
the numbers, hair is one of the
strongest-performing categories.
It makes sense that there's a lot of
attention. There's a lot of devices,
all activities happening in hair.
They have space here dedicated
for natural brands, up-and-coming
brands. Sexual wellness is something
that's continuing to emerge and be
important in the industry.

Ameon Frozen
Essence Ice Cubes

Vella Bioscience
Women’s
Pleasure Serum

Cosmoprof
North America's
Buzziest Brands
GESKE

The Satisfyer-owned, Germany-based beauty company Geske made a splash at the trade show, fit for its
big ambitions. The brand, which aims to bring beauty tech down to accessible price points (suggested
prices range from $30 to $60), carries a slew of facial
brushes, rollers and microcurrent devices.

AMEON

Inspired by founder Alina Mehrle's experience with
cryotherapy following cancer treatment, the brand is
giving the beloved serum format an icy twist. Product
is frozen and can be massaged over the skin as part of
a larger ritual.

MODA MODA

Korean hair care brand Moda Moda took home an
award for its dye-free approach to concealing gray
hair. Its shampoos contain polyphenols, antioxidants
that turn brown upon oxidation, that bind to the hair.
Optimal results can be expected after four weeks of
regular use.

VELLA BIOSCIENCE

Skin care ingredients have found new territories.
Sexual wellness brand Vella Bioscience entered the
market with a CBD and Vitamin C-replete women’s
pleasure serum. Next up? Personal lubricant with
remedies for vaginal dryness, using both squalane
and hyaluronic acid.
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Lady Gaga in Brandon
Maxwell at the Met Gala 2019.

Is Fame Enough
To Sell Beauty?
Here, we take a look at the winning formula for success.
BY KATHRYN HOPKINS PHOTOGRAPH BY LEXIE MORELAND

IT SEEMS LIKE EVERY WEEK A
different celebrity is launching a new
beauty brand, from Kim Kardashian
to Hailey Bieber to Pharrell Williams
to Scarlett Johansson to Harry Styles
to Selena Gomez to Gwen Stefani to
Machine Gun Kelly to Jennifer Lopez
to Lori Harvey, to name just a few.
Due to the celebrities' large social
media followings, there is usually
much hype around these launches. But
while it's difficult to determine how
many of these businesses fare after
their initial buzzy debuts without hard
sales numbers, the general consensus
among experts is that beauty can be
a tough market for celebrities to find
long-lasting success.
Even stratospheric levels of fame —
Lady Gaga, to name just one — is no
guarantee that consumers will clamor
for what is being peddled. After
failing to make a splash, her makeup
line has recently switched lanes with a
new name and a new partner.
"The fame of celebrity names alone
does not have the pull it did in the
'80s," said Lan Vu, chief executive
officer of Beauty Streams. "Today's

consumers are more savvy and
demanding, and want brands with
substance. Marketed stardom alone is
not enough."
That's not to say longevity is
unattainable, though, and while there
tends to be a set model for these
brands, there is much trial and error
among celebrities and their backers.
Unsurprisingly, many of these
celebrity lines begin with a so-called
brand builder or incubator such as
Beach House Group (Millie Bobbie
Brown's Florence by Mills and Tracee
Ellis Ross' Pattern), Maesa (Drew
Barrymore's Flower Beauty) and
Unlisted Brand Lab (Machine Gun
Kelly's nail polish line, Un/Dn Laqr)
that have the relevant contacts and
processes to launch the companies.
In some cases, the brand builder
has already devised the outline for
the brand before approaching the
relevant celebrity.
"Celebrities are not vertical
manufacturers. None of these celebrity
brands have big factories that produce
the product," Jefferies analyst Steph
Wissink said. "It’s all outsourced. →
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These platforms are really just
aggregators of relevant relationships
to activate a brand and the celebrity
provides the pathway to driving
awareness."
While it might sound obvious,
Wissink stressed that the products
need to work, be consistently good
and that supply needs to be available
alongside the halo effect of awareness
to build consumer trust to repeat
purchase. "That’s the ideal formula.
You have awareness, efficacy and
operational prowess and distribution.
The incubators bring relationship
equity on three of those four places —
the celebrity brings awareness."
For celebrities, the first rule of
marketing is a huge social media
following that they can parlay into
sales. The unrivaled queens of this
are sisters Kim Kardashian and Kylie
Jenner, now both affiliated with Coty
Inc., which spent a combined $800
million for a 20 percent stake in
Kardashian's business and a majority
ownership position in Kylie Beauty.
"What works well for celebrity
beauty brands in terms of marketing
is their omnipresence throughout
multiple social media channels," said
Vu, "and the more engaged celebrities
themselves are, the better."
But, she cautioned, a huge a social
media following is not enough by itself
these days with consumers more savvy
and educated than ever. "Consumers
love to get a human feel for a brand, so
sneak peeks, personal storytelling and
backstage type of content works well.
Also, consumers want transparency,
so they prefer brands that stand for
values they share such as vegan, clean,
sustainability, LGBTQ, inclusivity,
etc.," she said.
Wissink agreed that the consumer
now approaches celebrity brands with
some degree of skepticism in terms
of how engaged the celebrity really
is. "One thing we’ve noticed about
celebrity brands is that there’s been
an evolution to how they use their
social following. Early on it was just
pure one-directional awareness — the
celebrity posting about the brand,"
she said. "But now you’re seeing more
and more the celebrity really showing
their involvement in the process as
a way to legitimize that it’s more
than just a label — not just Skkn by
Kim labeled on a product, it actually
is Kim talking about the process in
which they curated all of the choices
to get to the skus that they ultimately
launched with. Whether its window
dressing or reality, there’s more of an
openness and transparency around
the level of involvement."
Hailey Bieber, for example, made it
clear in multiple interviews around
the launch of her skin care brand
Rhode that she was highly engaged
in the process. “During the pandemic,
I really dove into the products and
ingredients I know and really love,

Hailey Bieber's Rhode.

and learning why they work so well,”
she told WWD. “It wouldn’t have
made sense for me if I said I was
launching with 14 eyeliners — it’s not
my thing. These are products I use on
a daily basis.”
As for how the product actually
looks and feels, Lucie Greene, founder
and CEO of consultancy Light Years,
cautioned against blanding, meaning
the aesthetic looking completely
interchangeable. She posited that
Kardashian nailed it with her ninestep skin care system offering, which
is both differentiated and interesting.
“It’s not one hero product. The system
is the hero,” she said.
To avoid blanding, Kirsty Minns,
executive creative director at
Mother London, thinks celebrities
have to really understand what
their audiences want and be true
to themselves rather than trying to
emulate another celebrity.
“To do any successful branding
you need to be distinctive within the
marketplace,” she said. “The ones
that feel like they’re being the most
successful are the ones that are
standing out from the rest of the
beauty brands.”
Minns cited Rihanna’s Fenty
Beauty, owned by LVMH Moët
Hennessy Louis Vuitton, as having
the winning formula when it comes
to branding. “The ones that have
created brands aren’t just looking
at a quick cash win and actually
have invested time in building their
brands and have spent time on a

brand that exists just without that
celebrity endorsement,” she added.
“From that point of view, Fenty
Beauty is a great example of a celeb
that has done it in a way for a brand
that could stand the test of time.”
Then there are stockists.
When Lady Gaga launched Haus
Laboratories in 2018, it was the first
beauty brand to partner exclusively
with Amazon. Flash forward to 2022
and the newly named Haus Labs has
relaunched exclusively at Sephora.
The reason? The venture was not as
successful as had been hoped and the
brand is looking at more traditional
routes to get its products in the
hands of consumers.
“It’s probably less about the
brand visibility and more about the
platform,” said Wissink. “Amazon
is just not known for premium
beauty. It’s very much a value beauty
destination. It was an attempt by
Amazon to break into the premium
beauty space, which has just been
really hard for them. Amazon’s a great
place to monetize awareness, but it’s
not a great place to build awareness.
“Ulta and Sephora are places you
go to get curation and validation,"
she added. "If you make it into Ulta
or Sephora, you have been selected
by their buyers, who have the pulse
on the industry. In beauty, Ulta and
Sephora are like the Vogue editors
for fashion. They’re believed to be
the closest to what’s trending.”
Others like Skkn are beginning as
direct-to-consumer before entering

stores, while Bieber's Rhode is
only available on its website. These
models tend to have small volume
runs in order to avoid significant
inventory risk. Most experts believe
they will eventually end up in stores.
In the meantime, the smaller runs
mean it will sell out sooner, helping
to create hype.
And on pricing, which straddles
both ends of the spectrum for
celebrity beauty brands, the jury is
still out.
Toward the top of the pile is
Kardashian's pricey $630 Skkn by
Kim nine-step system, including
a toner, exfoliator, hyaluronic acid
serum, vitamin C8 serum, face cream,
eye cream, oil drops and a night oil. At
the other end is Bieber’s Rhode, with
all products priced below $30.
It is too early to determine
the success of these ranges, but
Wissink believes that it will be most
interesting to see how Bieber's brand
performs as celebrity-owned lines are
not that common in the mass market.
"We typically see collaborations
with mass — Colourpop and Morphe
and some of the makeup artist or
celebrity collaborations that they’ve
done. E.l.f. is another one that
does a lot of collaborations. One
exception was Flower Beauty by Drew
Barrymore that went to Walmart. It’s
done OK. It certainly doesn’t do the
volume that we see around some of
the big high-profile brands."
As for the success of Skkn's high
price point, only time will tell. ■
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BY THE NUMBERS:
Celebrity Brands on Social Media

ABOUT-FACE
BY HALSEY
Instagram: 310,000 followers
TikTok: 41,200 followers
EMV: $38,678,100

FENTY BEAUTY
Instagram: 11.7M followers
TikTok: 1.3M followers
EMV: $8,083,600

FLORENCE
BY MILLS
Instagram: 3M followers
TikTok: 1.7M followers
EMV: $3,690,900

GXVE BEAUTY
Instagram: 70,400 followers
TikTok: 6,345 followers
EMV: $7,295,400

HAUS LABS
BY LADY GAGA
Instagram: 880,000 followers
TikTok: 98,800 followers
EMV: $22,150,000

HUMANRACE

LOLAVIE

Instagram: 225,000 followers
TikTok: 626 followers
EMV: $1,921,300

Instagram: 376,000 followers
TikTok: 64,300 followers
EMV: N/A

JLO BEAUTY

PATTERN
BY TRACEE
ELLIS ROSS

Instagram: 801,000 followers
TikTok: 37,600 followers
EMV: $1,874,400

JVN HAIR
Instagram: 166,000 followers
TikTok: 143,600 followers
EMV: $4,037,200

KEYS SOULCARE
Instagram: 173,000 followers
TikTok: 30,800 followers
EMV: $8,226,600

KYLIE
COSMETICS:
Instagram: 25.9M followers
TikTok: 3.1M followers
EMV: N/A

Instagram: 388,000 followers
TikTok: 11,200 followers
EMV: $4,017,500

PLEASING
Instagram: 1.4M followers
TikTok: 625,900 followers
EMV: N/A

RARE BEAUTY
BY SELENA
GOMEZ
Instagram: 1.4M followers
TikTok: 625,900 followers
EMV: N/A

R.E.M. BEAUTY
Instagram: 1.3M followers
TikTok: 659,100 followers
EMV: $20,783,900

RHODE BY
HAILEY BIEBER
Instagram: 497,000 followers
TikTok: 86,700 followers
EMV: $9,339,000

SKKN BY KIM
Instagram: 5.5M followers
TikTok: 171,000 followers
EMV: $15,469,600

THE OUTSET
Instagram: 210,000 followers
TikTok: 436,000 followers
EMV: N/A
Source: Social media metrics
sourced from Instagram and
TikTok. Tribe Dynamics' Earned
Media Values are for the first
half of 2022. EMV assigns a
unique value to a piece of content based on engagement that
this content receives from users
(likes, comments, shares, views),
as well as the platform that this
content was published on (Instagram, YouTube, TikTok, etc.), and
attributes that value to brands
mentioned in this content.
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The Agencies Behind Boom of
Celebrity Beauty Brands

“We've seen that there's a market for [celebrity-owned beauty brands] and that our talent desires it and
deserves it,” said Courtney McHugh, a vice president and the head of brand management for United
Talent Agency’s Ventures division. BY RYMA CHIKHOUNE

Courtney McHugh of
United Talent Agency,
Michael Yanover of
Creative Artists Agency
and Allison Statter of
Blended Strategy Group.

IT’S UNDOUBTEDLY THE AGE
of the celebrity beauty brand.
While film stars, music artists
and supermodels have been the
face of countless beauty campaigns
throughout the years — whether
it’s licenses, endorsement deals
or joint ventures — never has the
marketplace seen such an influx
of celebrity-backed beauty brands.
Hollywood agencies, working closely
with their high-profile clients, have
been playing a part.
“It's the way of the future,” said
Allison Statter, chief executive
officer of Blended Strategy Group, of
celebrities owning their brands. Her
creative marketing and branding
agency, founded with Sherry
Jhawar, is behind Gwen Stefani’s
GXVE beauty (a partnership
with Nikki Eslami's New Theory
Ventures) and counts celebrity
hairstylist Jen Atkin as a client.
Statter, who has a background in
talent management working for her
father, music pioneer Irving Azoff,
asks why would established, credible
stars endorse a brand when they
can have their own as equity owner,
particularly given celebrities now
have direct access to their fans via
social media? She’s been bridging the
worlds of celebrities and brands for
nearly two decades (on beauty deals
for the likes of Mariah Carey and
Jewel). Today, while leveraging social

media as a marketing vehicle, Statter
has been working with celebritybacked brands, including Jennifer
Lopez’s JLo Beauty and Jennifer
Meyer’s expansion into beauty, to
diversity their influencer strategy.
“Content is king now, and the
more you make noise in a saturated
arena, the more successful you'll
be, especially if your product is top
notch,” said Statter.
At United Talent Agency, there’s a
team dedicated to brand management
as part of Ventures, a division created
in 2014 that builds and invests in
companies. The agency has helped
develop Priyanka Chopra’s Anomaly,
Lisa Rinna's Rinna Beauty and Issa
Rae’s Sienna Naturals. (There’s a
men’s care line and textured hair
brand in the works.)
The success of Jessica Alba’s The
Honest Company, which went public
last year, Kylie Jenner's Kylie Cosmetic
and Gwyneth Paltrow’s Goop has
had an impact on the industry, said
Courtney McHugh, a vice president
and the head of brand management
for UTA’s Ventures: “I think the shift
has come not at one pivotal moment
but from watching a lot of these
female founders be successful...Those
women, I think, really started to show
that it's possible to have a voice at the
table and to have an equity stake."
It was in 2015 that Alba first
unveiled Honest Beauty, expanding

from baby and household goods into
skin and personal care as part of The
Honest Company (started in 2012
in partnership with entrepreneurs
Christopher Gavigan, Brian Lee
and Sean Kane). Three months later
that same year, Jenner launched
her uber-popular Kylie Cosmetics
lip kits with its manufacturer, Seed
Beauty. And about a month later, in
January 2016, Paltrow’s Goop (started
in 2008 as a lifestyle newsletter)
debuted her first branded product
collection with Juice Beauty, founded
by Karen Behnke. Then came
Rihanna’s Fenty Beauty, making a
splash in 2017 in partnership with
beauty brand creator and incubator
Kendo Holdings, a division of luxury
giant LVMH Moët Hennessy Louis
Vuitton. (It’s worth noting, there
have been others; it was back in
1994 that supermodel Iman started
Iman Cosmetics, later aligning with
Proctor & Gamble in 2004 as part of
a licensing agreement.)
“We've seen that there's a market
for [celebrity-owned beauty brands]
and that our talent desires it and
deserves it,” said McHugh. “And
it's quite frankly a more powerful
model than an endorsement right
now. They have ownership and a
true voice, and we're providing that
opportunity for them.”
At times, it’s been talent that has
approached the agency to pitch a

beauty venture. Other times, it’s UTA
that has identified an opportunity,
“and then go to talent and say, ‘Hey,
we know this is important to you.
You've mentioned to us that you
really want to be a business owner. I
think we should explore this space.’”
It can take “six months and up
to three years,” for a brand to
launch, she said. UTA helps build
an internal team for each brand,
raise capital and supports the talent
throughout the venture.
Michael Yanover, head of
business development at Creative
Artists Agency, has been involved
in the creation of Lady Gaga’s
Haus Labs since its inception.
With a background in building
and investing in businesses, he
was an early investor in Charlotte
Tilbury and grew interested in
beauty start-ups.
“I learned a lot about beauty
through that experience [with
Charlotte Tilbury] in 2014…how
there were interesting startups that
were created in the beauty business
and being sold to some of the bigger
guys, and most importantly, I saw
that someone who is an influencer,
like Charlotte Tilbury, was having
a major impact on the trajectory of
beauty,” said Yanover.
In 2016, he approached CAA
agent Christian Carino “with the
idea of creating a new business”
and met with Lady Gaga. He
didn’t know what the structure
would be, but that it'd be great
to create a business with Gaga in
beauty, he said. “And I knew that
she was not interested in doing
endorsements and licenses, that she
wanted to do something different…
I'm much more interested in the
client who is interested in being an
equity owner and being an operator
of a new business.”
Backed by Lightspeed Venture
Partners, the brand was launched
in 2019 with Ben Jones as CEO
(formerly of The Honest Company).
“The world of beauty is going to
get harder in that you have to keep
differentiating,” said Yanover (CAA is
also involved in Winnie Harlow's Cay
Skin). “To have your own start-up in
the future, you, as a celebrity, really
have to have a vision as well. Not just
the tenacity to be an entrepreneur,
not just the reach to get lots of
people interested in the brand, but
you really have to have a vision about
a unique brand.”

GOING GLOBAL
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Do Celebrity Beauty Brands
Translate Globally?

With celebrity beauty booming in the U.S., here's a look at how the category is performing in other key markets.
ONE THING IS CERTAIN:
Over the past couple years, celebrity
beauty brands have crowded stores
across the U.S., with high-profile
names falling over themselves to
launch makeup, skin care, hair and
wellness lines.
But what does the celebrity picture
look like in other key markets?
Here, Beauty Inc. takes a look at
four key countries for beauty:

Beauty, was acquired by multibrand
beauty retailer Harmay from private
equity firm Manzanita Capital.
According to Harmay, the brand
can be found in its 11 brick-andmortar stores and Mini Program on
Wechat. The niche makeup brand has
garnered more than 4,100 posts on
Xiaohongshu, the popular Chinese
social commerce platform.
—Denni Hu

CHINA
For celebrity beauty brands with big
fan bases in China, the market seems
to be a low-hanging fruit.
According to data from Tmall,
Fenty Beauty, the brand launched
by Rihanna, has sold more than
100,000 sets of its hero product,
Diamond Bomb All-over Diamond
Veil, on the e-commerce platform. The
store currently has over 1.13 million
followers on Tmall.
KKW Fragrance, launched by Kim
Kardashian, which is being rebranded,
still has an official store on Tmall with
upwards of 50,000 followers. Apart
from its e-commerce presence, the
brand has been shy to push for any
promotional efforts in the market. But
prompted by Kardashian's stardom,
the brand's best-seller, KKW Body, has
sold more than 5,000 bottles on the
e-commerce platform.
"These celebrity brands have
inherent advantages," said Chen
Liang, managing director at
consulting agency Éclair Asia. "Their
fan base can become a natural
advantage, which is helpful in the
beginning when the brand wants to
open up in the market quickly, but for
sustained growth, it all comes down
to the product."
Localization efforts also help to
differentiate brands. Fenty Beauty
quickly hired singer Naomi Wang,
dubbed "China's Beyoncé," as its first
brand ambassador when it entered
the market in 2019. Known for
working with quirky characters, the
brand went on to work with singers
and talent reality-show stars Keran
Lu and Caelan Moriarty as Beauty
Face ambassadors.
Despite having no offline presence
in the market, Fenty Beauty managed
to foster a sense of community
by sponsoring Voguing Shanghai
ballroom events.
For other celebrity beauty brands,
pushing for a retail presence is the
most traditional but valuable way to
reach potential shoppers.
Last November, celebrity makeup
artist Kevyn Aucoin's namesake
cosmetics brand, Kevyn Aucoin

ITALY
Italy is not immune to the influence of
international celebrities, which makes
the country another fertile territory
for celebrity beauty business. Some
names and brands resonate better
than others, and are propelled by
prominent beauty retailers Sephora
and Douglas, which often stock the
most sought-after celebrity labels.
Again, the celebrity beauty pack
is led by Rihanna’s Fenty Beauty
and its versatile assortment that
appeals to different generations of
consumers. It occupies key space and
brings in traffic to Sephora. Other
international brands popular in Italy
include Kylie Jenner's Kylie Cosmetics,
Jessica Alba's Honest Beauty, Millie
Bobby Brown's Florence by Mills, and
Miranda Kerr's Kora Organics, all
showcased at Douglas.
Fragrances by celebrities including
Jennifer Lopez, Katy Perry and
Britney Spears are also distributed
in local perfumery chains, but
face strong competition as local
consumers tend to prefer fragrances
by fashion labels, perfumery houses
and niche labels.
At the same time, there have been
timid attempts for local personalities
to replicate a format that is tried
and tested Stateside, such as TV
host Michelle Hunziker — formerly
married to Tomaso Trussardi —
who cofounded the skin care, body
care and makeup brand Goovi, or
Italian model Alice Campello, who
established the Masqmai beauty label
in 2017. Sephora launched Masqmai
earlier this year in Italy.
One of the biggest launches came
from influencer-turned-entrepreneur
Chiara Ferragni, who at the end
of 2021 debuted the first makeup
collection for her brand. The launch
marked another key hit for Douglas,
not only for Italy, but also in Spain
and Portugal, too.
Other influencers have drummed
up attention in the market, too.
These include makeup artist Clio
Zammatteo, who made a name for
herself as ClioMakeUp, an account
of 3.4 million followers, with an

Trinny Woodall

eponymous cosmetic brand, as
well as Daniele Lorusso, aka @
MrDanielmakeup, who shot to fame
thanks to his celebrity makeup work
and YouTube videos, and is also art
director for Nabla Cosmetics.
—Sandra Salibian
U.K.
Celebrity beauty is growing in the
U.K. but it's much less established
than across the pond in the U.S.,
according to Financo Raymond
James' Evan Merali, a London-based
investment banker.
While the majority of celebrity
beauty brands in the U.K. are
American, he said he has seen some
successful British players enter the
market over the past couple of years.
"The celebrities here in the U.K.
who are launching brands have
done a really good job of creating
authenticity," he told Beauty Inc.
"An example of that would be Trinny
Woodall. She's done an amazing job
of building a really, really credible
and very well-respected makeup and
now skin care brand. She hasn't just
put her name to something. She's
actually bringing something different
to the market and connecting with
her consumers."
He also named Caroline Hirons
and Sali Hughes, two influencers who
are launching a beauty app and a
beauty collab respectively, as ones to
watch, as they have both built trusted
audiences over the years who rely
on their recommendations. And let's
not forget Charlotte Tilbury and Pat
McGrath — two celebrity makeupartist brands that are now dominant,
global presences.
But that's not to say that's the whole
market, and there's still room for a
reality show beauty launch. Indeed,

"Love Island" and Revolution Beauty,
a British-based cosmetics and skin
care brand, recently launched a
makeup collection.
—Kathryn Hopkins
FRANCE
In France, celebrity beauty is a totally
different story — Merali describes the
market as "very, very unique."
"It's dominated by French brands,
it's dominated by L’Oréal and a couple
of other independent pharmacy-type
brands," he said, noting that French
beauty shoppers generally buy their
products in pharmacies or Sephora.
"The French market is pretty
dominated by French brands and I
think French people generally think
of themselves as a little bit more
sophisticated as it relates to beauty, so
it's less about celebrity and it's more
about product and brand."
There are exceptions, though.
Makeup artist Violette's brand
Violette FR's serum, moisturizer spray
and dry shampoo brush can be found
in pharmacies in Paris and Marseille,
a dream realized. “It’s because it’s
where French people actually buy
our skin care and hair care,” she
said at a WWD Beauty CEO summit
in November, noting the benefits
of in-store pharmacists educating
consumers on products. “Not even
the first day of launch gave me that
emotion. What gave me emotion was
to see my product sitting on the shelf
of a pharmacy.”
And Jeanne Damas, the French
influencer and entrepreneur behind
Rouje, recently relaunched the brand's
beauty offering as it prepares to
expand into skin care. She also hopes
to open a separate beauty boutique
near her office in Paris.
—Kathryn Hopkins
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The Hot List: Celebrities Ripe for the Picking

RACHEL ZEGLER
Having first gone viral on Twitter
for her prodigious rendition of
Lady Gaga and Bradley Cooper’s
“Shallow” in 2018, 21-year-old
Rachel Zegler has since made
a name for herself with her
powerful, stripped-down vocals.
The New Jersey crooner made
her film debut playing Maria
Vasquez in Steven Spielberg’s
2021 adaptation of “West Side
Story," and has more recently
been cast in the upcoming
"Hunger Games" prequel, and as
Snow White in a remake of the
Brothers Grimm folk tale, both
slated to hit theaters in 2023.  
The breadth of her
musicianship, coupled with her
fledgling acting prowess and
flourishing Gen Z fan base, make
Zegler a fitting potential entrant
to the beauty biz.

BAD BUNNY
Considering his genre-melding
music, it comes as no surprise
that Bad Bunny isn’t one
to conform to gender norms
in fashion.
While some may interpret the
musician’s gender-bending style
as a display of resistance against
the powers that be, others simply
see it as one of many avenues
through which the Puerto Rican
artist exhibits his trademark
blasé swagger.
A disruptor by nature, the
Grammy-winning star can often
be spotted donning primped
nails, dresses and brightly dyed
hair on the red carpet. He's even
sported a full face of makeup —
complete with a bold red lip and
false lashes — in his 2020 “Yo
Perreo Sola” music video.
The artist has more than
41 million Instagram followers,
and was the face of Jacquemus’
“Le Splash” spring campaign
earlier this year. It likely won’t
be long before the beauty
industry taps the multitalented
powerhouse, too.

JULIA GARNER

DOMINIC FIKE

IMAN VELLANI

“World takeover” is hardly an
overstated description for the
path of 28-year-old actress Julia
Garner. Fresh off the success
of Netflix’s “Inventing Anna,” in
which she depicted notorious
Russian-turned-German-turnedRussian-again grifter Anna
Delvey, Garner has now been
hand-picked by none other than
Madonna herself to portray the
pop star in her upcoming biopic.
Before “Inventing Anna,” the
New York native was best known
for her role as Ruth Langmore
in "Ozark," and has minted
partnerships with Miu Miu, Prada,
Kate Spade and Swarovski.
It seems only fitting that
Garner’s next accolade (besides
an Oscar) is a beauty campaign.

While his antics in "Euphoria"
as broody boy Elliot — meddler,
enabler, seeming on-screen
manifestation of one's least
favorite ex — haven't exactly
won over the hearts of the
show's cult fan base, Dominic
Fike, the singer, songwriter, and
frequent fashion week-goer,
has, earning nothing but love
from the show's enthusiasts.
In addition to making his
acting debut on the HBO hit
show, which has routinely been
lauded for its standout beauty
looks since premiering in 2019,
Fike previously made waves
with a 2021 Paul McCartney
collaboration, in which he
reimagined the iconic singer's
track, "The Kiss of Venus." He
also teamed up with Calvin
Klein last February as a face in a
#mycalvins ad.
Given the prevailing
"Euphoria"-breakout-to-beautycampaign pipeline (Barbie
Ferreira has partnered with
Becca Cosmetics, Sydney
Sweeney with Laneige, etc.), it
only seems right Fike will soon
follow in his co-stars' footsteps
and nab one of his own.

She doesn’t have the star
power just yet, but Iman
Vellani is showing promise.
Making her acting debut as
Kamala Khan in the Disney+
series “Ms. Marvel,” the
19-year-old actress is the new
kid on the block. She’s been
quick to stand out, however,
receiving rave reviews from
critics and holding her own
while appearing on the major
network talk shows.
By snagging the part (Khan is
Marvel's first Muslim character
to headline her own comic
book), Vellani is proving she can
carry a film (while bringing to
life a new kind of superhero),
and next year she’ll reprise
the role in "The Marvels," Nia
DaCosta's sequel to "Captain
Marvel,” with the likes of Brie
Larson and Samuel L. Jackson.

AUSTIN BUTLER
JACK HARLOW
Known for his tongue-incheek humor and boundless
charm, Kentucky rapper Jack
Harlow’s agreeable persona has
arguably played as much of a role
in fueling his meteoric rise as his
lyrical finesse.
To date, the rapper has
garnered three Grammy nods, an
appearance as "Saturday Night
Live’s" musical guest and recent
partnerships with Tommy Hilfiger
and fast-food giant KFC.
Every so often, a novel clip
of the musician exercising his
effortless allure goes viral,
seemingly seducing the internet
all over again. To top it all off,
the star has no shortage of
prominent friends, often being
spotted with rappers Drake and
Lil Nas X, as well as beloved
internet comedian Druski.  
In short: Jack Harlow has got
it going on. If the above doesn’t
present a strong enough case for
his burgeoning candidacy, brands
need to look no further than
the rapper’s signature mop of
corkscrew curls, which is all but
imploring someone — anyone —
to tap him for a hair campaign.

SIMONE ASHLEY
“Bridgerton” breakout Simone
Ashley captivated audiences
around the globe with her
performance as the headstrong
Kate Sharma in the period
drama’s recent second iteration.
Since then, she has ruled
red carpets (long live the cutout
dress discourse), become a
magazine cover mainstay and
been widely lauded for bringing
South Asian representation
to the fore.
While Netflix teamed with Pat
McGrath Labs on a Bridgerton x
Pat McGrath Labs collab, which
included an eye palette, blush trio
and two highlighters, Ashley has
yet to nab a beauty partnership
of her own. Considering the many
milestones she’s blown through
at seemingly record speed, we
don’t doubt one may very well
soon be on the horizon for the
27-year-old actress.

Arguably Hollywood’s most
promising leading man, it was
no surprise when fine jeweler
Cartier recently announced it
had snagged Austin Butler as its
newest celebrity ambassador.
The 30-year-old actor has been
applauded by critics for his take
on Elvis (beating out Harry Styles
for the role) in Baz Luhrmann's
current release.
While his credit in Quentin
Tarantino's "Once Upon a Time...
In Hollywood" raised his profile
as an actor, "Elvis" has been
his breakthrough moment.
And he’s got exciting projects
ahead: Butler will next be seen
in Denis Villeneuve's anticipated
"Dune: Part Two," with the likes
of Timothée Chalamet, Florence
Pugh and Zendaya, as well
as starring in “Masters of the
Air,” the American war drama
miniseries coming to Apple TV+.
A Chanel (à la Brad Pitt) or Tom
Ford fragrance campaign could
easily be in his sights.

DAISY EDGAR-JONES

EMMA CORRIN
Rising to fame playing Princess
Diana in "The Crown," Emma
Corrin has been turning heads
off screen at every red carpet.
A rising talent who takes risks
and makes original, bold style
choices, 26-year-old Corrin
has been one to watch, and
Miu Miu took notice, tapping
them (Corrin uses they/them
pronouns) as the face of its
latest campaigns.
Their future looks bright:
In the fall, they'll be seen
in Michael Grandage's "My
Policeman" with Harry Styles.
And later, they’ll appear as
the star of "Retreat," a limited
series from “The OA”
creators Brit Marling and Zal
Batmanglij for FX.

Though 24-year-old Daisy
Edgar-Jones teamed with
Hourglass Cosmetics for
an online beauty tutorial,
she has yet to be named a
beauty ambassador or grace
a beauty campaign.
It’s surprising considering
her popularity. She currently
has 1.3 million Instagram
followers, gaining fans after
receiving global attention for
her breakout role as Marianne
(opposite Paul Mescal) in the
film adaptation of “Normal
People,” Sally Rooney's novel of
the same name.
This year, she was seen in
“Under the Banner of Heaven,”
the FX on Hulu series with
Andrew Garfield that’s been
praised by critics. Then came
her starring role as Kya Clark in
the anticipated film “Where the
Crawdads Sing” (also based on
a book), in theaters now.
She's been in fashion
campaigns, ads for Jimmy
Choo and Simone Rocha x
H&M. Perhaps a beauty
deal is next.

Ashley and Garner photographs by Lexie Moreland , Zegler by Brian Friedma, Fike by Aitor Rosas Sune, Vellani by Frazer Harrison/Getty Images, Jones by Dave J Hogan/Getty Images

While celebrity beauty brands may be all the rage these days, most celebrity founders first dipped their
toes into the beauty arena with ambassadorships. Here’s who could be next. BY NOOR LOBAD AND RYMA CHIKHOUNE
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